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Conditions in Place for Return of Cyclical Bull in 2019
Outlook Summary
Stock market conditions likely improve over course of the year with new cyclical bull emerging in second half
Federal Reserve shifting toward data dependency as interest rates approach neutral level
Economic growth expected to slow though domestic recession risk remains minimal. Upswing in productivity growth
providing an unexpected tailwind for the economy
Earnings growth may have peaked, but that may not preclude expectations drifting higher, especially on signs of
global economic recovery
Absent evidence of renewed inflation and improving global conditions, bond yields not likely to move meaningfully
higher
2018 has been a departure from 2017 in many ways. The historical calm of 2017, with its maximum peak-to-trough
drawdown on the S&P 500 of a measly 2.8%, faded. It was replaced with a return of volatility and as of this writing
in early December the S&P 500 has experienced declines of more than 3% on five individual trading days in 2018.
This may have caught some investors off guard, but it should not have been a total surprise (especially for anyone
who read our 2018 outlook: Clouds Could Test Investor Resolve). In many ways we have witnessed a return to a
more normal volatility environment. Though in other ways, 2018 was extraordinary in its own right. According to
Ned Davis Research, 2018 could go down as the first year since at least 1972 that no single asset class produced a
return of more than 5%.
The financial market bruising that many experienced was exacerbated by the political bruising endured as we, as a
country, slogged through another political cycle. In the wake of the mid-term elections and in an environment of
continued partisan tension, it is natural to retreat into our tribal lairs, lick our wounds, and commiserate with likeminded friends and family. We do this in person. We do this across the social media echo chambers we create for
ourselves. But we shouldn’t. A better approach would be to engage in civic-mindedness as an ongoing journey
rather than a once-every-two-years affair when we show up to vote. We need to expand our boundaries and push
into potentially uncomfortable situations – engage, do not withdraw. Growth comes when we challenge ourselves
and test the beliefs we hold. So let’s talk. Not via social media, but in person. Outside the echo chambers. One-toone. Face-to-face. Let’s listen to each other with an effort to understand, not with the intent to disprove.
Let’s take some time to lift our eyes from our phones or other distractions. Be willing to sit quietly in public but
seek to engage rather than disappear. Make eye contact. It may not change the world, but it could start a
conversation. And who knows where that will take you.
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With
financial
market
volatility likely to remain
Indicator Review
elevated, narratives could
continue to get more firmly
entrenched. The ability, and
willingness, to separate
Macro Factors (What Could Happen)
the news from the noise
will remain of critical
• Federal Reserve Policy
Neutral
0
importance for successful
investors. To this end, a
• Economic Fundamentals
Bullish
+1
disciplined approach is more
• Valuations
Bearish
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necessary than ever. We rely
on
our
Weight
of
the
Market Factors (What Is Happening)
Evidence framework as we
• Investor Sentiment
Neutral
0
evaluate
risks
and
opportunities in the financial
• Seasonal Patterns/Trends
Neutral
0
markets. We will primarily
address our outlook for 2019
• Tape (Breadth)
Bearish
-1
through the lens of our
fundamental factors (what
could happen), letting the
Weight of the Evidence =
Cautious
-1
technical factors (what is
happening)
provide
the
necessary
feedback
and
historically poor performance across asset classes
guidance as we move through the year.
could be seen in 2019.
Before getting into detail, step back and consider the
On the brighter side, the stock market weakness in
bigger picture. Financial market volatility that
2018 could be overestimating the degree to which the
reemerged in 2018 is unlikely to subside just because
economy might slow (20% likely) and a sustainable
we move into a new year. Moreover, this volatility has
low in stocks may be more imminent than is now
emerged as the cyclical rally off of the early-2016 lows
appreciated. If this scenario is playing out, we would
was running out of steam and stocks have moved into
expect to see evidence that international and smallwhat increasingly looks like a cyclical bear market. We
cap U.S. stocks are getting in gear and earnings
will conclude this outlook with some thoughts on what
expectations that are drifting higher rather than lower.
we are looking for as evidence that the bear market
has run its course but for now caution remains
Under any of these scenarios, we will listen to the
warranted. As we move into 2019, our base case is
message of the market rather than watch the calendar
that stocks could struggle to make headway in
for
evidence
that
conditions
are
improving.
the early going of next year, despite historical
Sustainable market lows are hard to determine in realseasonal patterns that would argue for strength. After
time, but the emergence of meaningful breadth thrusts
a period of consolidation and testing, positive
typically suggest that risks are ebbing.
divergences could emerge between the broad market
The degree to which any of those scenarios plays out
and the popular indexes. This scenario rests heavily on
likely hinges on the development of Federal Reserve
the view that the U.S. economy does not slow more
Policy, Economic Fundamentals and Valuations
than is currently expected and that the global
over the course of 2019.
economy shows some ability to surprise to the upside.
If so, stocks could rally over the second half of
Federal Reserve Policy:
2019, finishing the year on an upbeat note as a
Under the new leadership of Jerome Powell in 2018,
new cyclical bull market emerges.
the Fed has continued its course of moving interest
If, however, deteriorating conditions overseas and Fed
rates up to neutral and also shrinking its balance
tightening at home produce a greater-than-expected
sheet. It raised rates three times over the first three
downshift in the U.S. economy (20% likely), the
quarters of 2018 and is expected to do so again when
cyclical bear market could linger. Under this scenario,
it meets in December. At the same time, the pace at
a repeat of 2018 in terms of widespread volatility and
which it has drawn down its balance sheet has
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accelerated over the course of
the year, moving toward a $50
billion reduction per month.
These actions by the Fed lead
an overall shift by central
banks around the world away
from the quantitative easing of
recent years and along a path
of quantitative tightening. The
uptick in financial market
volatility seen in 2018 is
likely symptomatic of this
new
central
bank
environment as previously
ample liquidity becomes
more scarce.
The Fed has expressed a desire
to let the balance sheet drawdown proceed almost as if on
autopilot and so we expect
little
deviation
from
the
announced course. The path of
interest rates, however, is not
on a pre-set course. As the Fed Funds rate approaches
what is considered to be the neutral rate, further
actions by the Fed will be increasingly data dependent.
Fed Chairman Powell has sought to distinguish
between stock market volatility and vulnerability in an
effort to remove (or at least reduce) the perceived

Source StockCharts
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support for stock prices (the Fed “Put”) that has been
present in the past. His efforts in this regard have
been mixed.
Rather than looking too closely at stock prices, the Fed
would be better served watching inflation and growth
data, while also monitoring market-determined bond
yields, both at home and
overseas. If the Fed wants
to back away from the
path
of
tightening
it
expected in the wake of
its September meeting,
the recent pullback in
inflation
gauges
may
provide some leeway for
it to do so.
An easing in inflation comes
at a time when international
turmoil is putting downward
pressure on German bond
yields, which in turn are
putting downward pressure
on U.S. bond yields and
creating some concern about
the yield curve inverting. If
yields at the long end of the
U.S.
curve
are
being
influenced
more
by
international developments
than in the past, their
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relationship to yields at the
short end of the curve may
be
less
meaningful
suggesting that a modest
inversion of the yield curve
may not be so worrisome.
Powell
has
described
adjusting monetary policy
in
the
current
environment as akin to
walking
around
in
a
cluttered room with no
lights
on.
While
his
modesty of approach is
appreciated, it may not
preclude a few stubbed
toes along the way.

Economic
Fundamentals:
The globally synchronized
economic upswing evident in
late
2017
disappeared
almost as quickly as it
emerged. That is one reason that while U.S. bond
yields have trended higher over the course of 2018
(getting to a seven-year high in October), German
bond yields peaked in January and trended lower over
the course of 2018. While the global economy
struggled, U.S. economic growth continued to

Source: Ned Davis Research
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trend higher, posting the best quarterly growth
rates seen since 2014. Through the third quarter of
2018, the yearly growth rate in real GDP has risen in
eight consecutive quarters.
Entering 2019 there are concerns about the potential
impact of potential tariffs
and the durability of the
recent run-up in GDP growth
rates. There is a broad
consensus that the growth
sugar high of 2018 (fueled
by recent tax cuts) will
sputter in 2019 and the
economy will still be mired in
the secular stagnation of the
recent past. Arguing against
this is the near-universality
of this viewpoint as well as
the
data
showing
that
economic growth bottomed
in 2016 and that the trend
in productivity growth has
turned higher for the first
time in over a decade.
Growth
may
very
well
moderate in 2019, but if the
underlying trend in growth
has shifted, the pullback may
be more modest than many
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forecasters, including the Fed, now anticipate.
We are not forecasters, and we could not model for
you the how or why an upswing in growth may have
emerged beyond observing a shift in attitude toward
more economic risk-taking that is suggested in
surveys of consumer and business confidence. This is
entirely consistent with John Maynard Keynes’ view
that our “positive activities depend on spontaneous
optimism rather than mathematical expectations” – in
other words, it may just be “animal spirits” at work.
If this is the case, than the secular slow growth
environment of the past 15 years will fade and a
new secular upswing in growth will emerge.
After-the-fact rationales will point to any number of
factors, not least of which will likely be a long-delayed
boost in productivity growth. One key for U.S. growth
in 2019 may be the ability of the global economy to
emerge
from
recession
and
help
fuel
a
resynchronization of growth.

Valuations:
The combination of a pullback in stock prices and
upswing in earnings has produced a marked
improvement in stock market valuations since the
beginning of 2018 (when, based on some measures,
stocks were more expensive that at the 2000 or 2007
peaks). While stocks have traded within a broad range
for most of the year, earnings growth has accelerated
at a time in the cycle when it normally peaks then
slows. While the tax cut
package that was enacted a
year ago helped extend the
cycle, earnings have also
been
buoyed
by
strong
corporate revenue growth
(which topped 10% in the
second quarter) and record
profit-margins
(even
adjusting for the tax cuts).
This
past
year
also
witnessed, for the first
time
in
many
years,
earnings estimates that
rose over the course of the
year. Again, this was more
than just a function of the tax
cuts and could be further
evidence that an important
underlying shift has occurred
in the economy.
We have become accustomed
to earnings estimates that
start at elevated levels only
Robert W. Baird & Co.

to be revised lower over the course of the year. This
pattern is a strong argument against using valuations
based on expected earnings even though, as is often
cited, the stock market is a forward-looking machine.
Similarly, we have become accustomed to forecasted
economic growth representing the virtual ceiling for
growth. While this has been the case for nearly two
decades, the two decades prior to that saw forecasts
represent a virtual floor for growth. Forecasts were not
more or less correct in either 20-year period – but
rather the error in the forecast was skewed differently.
If we are entering a period of consistent and persistent
better-than-expected growth, it follows that earnings
forecast revisions may skew higher in the years ahead
rather than lower as in recent years.
As with forecasts for the economy, expectations for
earnings are that growth will slow in 2019 (from 27%
to 10% on a full year basis). The degree to which they
slow will be watched carefully. Expectations for 2019
earnings have begun to be revised lower – if our
hypothesis about a secular shift higher in growth is
playing out, downward revisions in earnings
expectations for 2019 could soon be replaced with
revisions that follow an upward trajectory.
Valuations have improved but we would be hardpressed to suggest they are attractive at current
levels. When it comes to the stock market, we
base our view on valuations on two basic
premises: actual earnings are more useful than

Source: Ned Davis Research
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forecasted earnings and
longer time frames are
more useful than shorter
time frames. The tendency
of earnings forecasters (like
economic forecasters) to be
wrong supports the first
premise while Keynes’ adage
that the market can stay
irrational longer than you can
stay solvent supports the
second.
Based
on
this,
valuations remain a headwind
for stocks. Further price
volatility
and/or
strong
earnings growth in the first
half of 2019 could put
valuations on a more firm
footing for supporting a
sustained leg higher within
the secular bull market for
stocks. Given the valuation
headwinds
that
do
still
persist, we may be in for an
extended period in which the
outperforms the financial economy.

real

economy

With those ideas as the fundamental backdrop and
influences as we enter 2019, we shift gears (slightly)
to discuss the cyclical health of the stock market.
While summer-time headlines noted gains on some of
the popular U.S stock market averages, there was
ample evidence that beneath the surface and overseas
conditions were deteriorating. New highs on the S&P
500, NASDAQ Composite, and Dow Industrials
were occurring within a void of confirming
support. Overseas stocks turned lower in the second
quarter and many were down on a year-to-date basis
even as the U.S. indexes were making new highs. New
highs on the indexes came with fewer stocks even still
in up-trends. Rather than seeing the new high list
expand in confirmation, we witnessed the new low list
creeping higher. The volatility that was present in the
first quarter of 2018 remerged in the fourth quarter of
2018. Deteriorating breadth and momentum have
combined with persistent optimism to help preclude
the marking of a meaningful cyclical low in stocks.

to see the following sequence emerge: evidence of
widespread pessimism, signs of panic selling,
willingness for buyers to step in with conviction. This
suggests longer-term optimism likely needs to
be unwound, followed by near-term evidence of
fear and capitulation, which is then followed by
upside volume overwhelming downside volume
(or other evidence of a breadth thrust). We move
into 2019 hopefully watching for evidence that this
sequence of events may be emerging. Beyond this, we
are also watching for shifting trends in terms of
breadth and leadership. In addition to the emergence
of a breadth thrust, a sustainable turn higher for
stocks would likely come with an expansion the
percentage of industry groups in uptrends as well as
resurgent strength in small-caps versus large-caps,
cyclical versus defensive sectors, and emerging
markets versus developed (including the U.S.)
markets.
Expectations aside, until the weight evidence
improves, caution remains warranted.

As our eyes turn toward 2019 it is useful to review the
evidence that has, in the past, been useful in
suggesting that selling has gotten ahead of itself and
risk may be yielding to opportunity. We would expect
Robert W. Baird & Co.
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Appendix – Important Disclosures and Analyst Certification
The senior research analyst(s) certifies that the views expressed in this research report and/or
financial model accurately reflect such senior analyst's personal views about the subject securities or
issuers and that no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the
specific recommendations or views contained in the research report.
Disclaimers
This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any company, industry or security. The
opinions expressed here reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change. The information
has been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee the accuracy.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON COMPANIES MENTIONED HEREIN IS AVAILABLE UPON
REQUEST
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P 500, S&P 400 and Russell 2000 and any other indices
mentioned are unmanaged common stock indices used to measure and report performance of various
sectors of the stock market; direct investment in indices is not available. Baird is exempt from the
requirement to hold an Australian financial services license. Baird is regulated by the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission, FINRA, and various other self-regulatory organizations and
those laws and regulations may differ from Australian laws. This report has been prepared in
accordance with the laws and regulations governing United States broker-dealers and not Australian
laws.
United Kingdom (“UK”) disclosure requirements for the purpose of distributing this research
into the UK and other countries for which Robert W. Baird Limited holds a MiFID passport.
The contents of this report may contain an "investment recommendation", as defined by the Market
Abuse Regulation EU No 596/2014 ("MAR"). This report does not contain a “personal
recommendation” or “investment advice”, as defined by the Market in Financial Instruments Directive
2014/65/EU (“MiFID”). Please therefore be aware of the important disclosures outlined below. Unless
otherwise stated, this report was completed and first disseminated at the date and time provided on
the timestamp of the report. If you would like further information on dissemination times, please
contact us. The views contained in this report: (i) do not necessarily correspond to, and may differ
from, the views of Robert W. Baird Limited or any other entity within the Baird Group, in particular
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated; and (ii) may differ from the views of another individual of Robert
W. Baird Limited.
This material is distributed in the UK and the European Economic Area (“EEA”) by Robert W. Baird
Limited, which has an office at Finsbury Circus House, 15 Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7EB and is
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) in the UK.
For the purposes of the FCA requirements, this investment research report is classified as investment
research and is objective. This material is only directed at and is only made available to persons in the
EEA who would satisfy the criteria of being "Professional" investors under MiFID and to persons in the
UK falling within Articles 19, 38, 47, and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons being referred to as “relevant persons”).
Accordingly, this document is intended only for persons regarded as investment professionals (or
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equivalent) and is not to be distributed to or passed onto any other person (such as persons who
would be classified as Retail clients under MiFID).
All substantially material sources of the information contained in this report are disclosed. All sources
of information in this report are reliable, but where there is any doubt as to reliability of a particular
source, this is clearly indicated. There is no intention to update this report in future. Where, for any
reason, an update is made, this will be made clear in writing on the research report. Such instances
will be occasional only.
Investment involves risk. The price of securities may fluctuate and past performance is not indicative of
future results. Any recommendation contained in the research report does not have regard to the
specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any individuals. You are
advised to exercise caution in relation to the research report. If you are in any doubt about any of the
contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice.
Robert W. Baird Limited and Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated have in place organisational and
administrative arrangements for the prevention, avoidance, and disclosure of conflicts of interest with
respect to research recommendations. Robert W. Baird Limited’s Conflicts of Interest Policy, available
here, outlines the approach Robert W. Baird Limited takes in relation to conflicts of interest and
includes detail as to its procedures in place to identify, manage and control conflicts of interest. Robert
W. Baird Limited and or one of its affiliates may be party to an agreement with the issuer that is the
subject of this report relating to the provision of services of investment firms. Robert W. Baird & Co.
Incorporated’s policies and procedures are designed to identify and effectively manage conflicts of
interest related to the preparation and content of research reports and to promote objective and
reliable research that reflects the truly held opinions of research analysts. Robert W. Baird & Co.
Incorporated’s research analysts certify on a quarterly basis that such research reports accurately
reflect their personal views.
This material is strictly confidential to the recipient and not intended for persons in jurisdictions where
the distribution or publication of this research report is not permitted under the applicable laws or
regulations of such jurisdiction.
Robert W. Baird Limited is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license
and is regulated by the FCA under UK laws, which may differ from Australian laws. As such, this
document has not been prepared in accordance with Australian laws.
Copyright 2018 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
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